
MEVIT 2110 POPULAR CULTURE 
Seminar overview 

Week 12 (22 –24 March) 
Getting to know each other. 
Discussion: Munch’s Scream and aura. 
Assignment: Write one page on one of the given questions from Adorno’s 
essay, bring four copies to the next seminar. 

Week 13 (29–31 March) 
Peer assessment of Adorno paper in groups of four. Read through the papers, then assess them 
according to the questions handed out in the session. 
Each group should bring up at least one question and one common mistake or weakness to the 
closing plenary discussion. 
Assignment: Bring a something you think may be a modern myth (e.g., a picture, a 
text, a phenomenon) to the next seminar. 

Week 14 (5–7 April) 
Analyse the myths you brought in groups of four. Present your analyses in the plenary 
discussions. Be critical towards the analyses: Could they be more radical? What other possible 
explanations are there? 
Quiz: Do you understand these concepts from Benjamin, Adorno and Barthes? Work in the 
same groups. 
Assignment: Write one page on one of the given questions from Bourdieu’s 
book, bring four copies to the next seminar. 

Week 16 (19–21 April) 
Peer assessment of Bourdieu paper in groups of four. Read through the papers, then assess them 
according to the questions handed out in the session. 
Each group should bring up at least one question and one common mistake or weakness to the 
closing plenary discussion. 
Assignments: (1)Write a bibliography of the texts on the reading list, according 
to a formal standard (e.g., MLA, Chicago, Harvard, APA). (2) Bring a picture from a 
newspaper or a magazine of a celebrity in his or her home (or another private 
space, but not a party, his or her workplace, or some other public space). 

Week 17 (26–28 April) 
Peer assessment of the bibliographies. Students divide in groups according to the formats they 
have chosen, and compare their solutions. Bring questions to the closing plenary discussion. 
Quiz: Do you understand these concepts from Bourdieu? Work in the same groups. 
Survey: Test yourself on an updated version of Bourdieu’s survey. 
Collaboration: Arrange the pictures you brought along the axes of economic capital and cultural 
capital. 



Assignment: Write one page on one of the given questions from Huyssen’s book. 
Use references to specific places in the book, bring four copies to the next seminar. 

Week 18 (3–5 May) 
Peer assessment of Huyssen paper in groups of four. Read through the papers, then assess them 
according to the questions handed out in the session. 
Each group should bring up at least one question and one common mistake or weakness to the 
closing plenary discussion. 
 

Week 19 (10–12 May) 
Exam preparations. Bring your questions to the seminar.  
Divide into groups of five. Each group will get a exam question from earlier years. Outline an 
answer. Bring your outline to the plenary discussion for more suggestions from the others. 


